SUSPENSION OF CLOSURE ORDER WITH RESTORATION OF ELECTRICITY

In compliance with the order of the Hon’ble Green Tribunal, Eastern Zone Bench, Kolkata dated 29.08.2014, 28.10.2014 and 27.11.2014 and due consideration of the appeal of the industry dated 01.12.2014 submitted to the West Bengal Pollution Control Board (hereinafter referred to as the Board) for suspension of closure, the Board is hereby pleased to suspend the Order for Closure along with Disconnection of Electricity issued vide Memo No 598-30/WPB/CE-II/GEN/2008 dated 18/08/2014 against M/s. Sangita Engineering Works (hereinafter referred to as the industry) located at Baraganti, P.O. Ganganagar, Dist.24 Pgs(N), Pin-700132.

The industry is directed to always operate with valid ‘Consent to Operate’ of the Board and in compliance with the environmental norms.

The electricity connection of the industry is ordered to be restored with immediate effect.

The Director (HR), WBSEDCL is requested to take necessary steps for restoration of electricity connection of the above mentioned industry immediately.

The Environmental Engineer, Salt Lake Regional Office of the Board is requested to process the ‘Consent to Operate’ application of the industry and monitor the industry for compliance of the directions mentioned above. If the industry is again found to operate violating the environmental norms and the directions issued by the Board, the Board will be at liberty to take strict regulatory action against the industry.

This order has the approval of the Competent Authority.

By Order,

Sd/-

Chief Engineer
Operation & Execution Cell
West Bengal Pollution Control Board